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I.

Introduction

Improving Search and Discovery of Digital Resources Using Topic Modeling is a research and
demonstration project that investigates how topic modeling can be applied to library and museum
collections to improve the user experience. The scope of material treated in the project encompasses the
subjects of art, architecture, and art history. The primary stakeholders are faculty, researchers, and
students working in these subjects, and the library and museum personnel who provide services to
support their work.
The research component of the project will investigate which text mining algorithms – topic modeling and
its variants – yield the best results, using qualitative and quantitative metrics, when applied to three types
of data from library and museum collections: metadata, tags, and full text. The demonstration portion of
the project will seek to establish the effectiveness of user interface applications that incorporate learned
topics. During this reporting period, the team made significant progress on the research component of
the project – assembling data sets, topic modeling metadata, defining a project to support new research,
developing research tools and instruments – as well as developing strategies for communication and
project management.
II.

Data Sets

A. Metadata
In November 2008 and again in March 2009, the team assembled collections of metadata for visual
resources at Michigan and Yale. After some initial experimentation, the team decided to model two
collections from Michigan and three collections from Yale. For each collection, the title, description, and
subject text (and/or other related text) from each record was extracted into separate text files for topic
modeling. Preliminary research findings for this data set are described in Section III.
B. Tags
In November 2008, three graduate students from the Department of the History of Art, the School of Art,
and the School of Architecture at Yale were hired to tag images during Spring Term 2009. The Yale team
developed a tagging application (“domain expert tagger”) for their use. The domain expert tagger
presents images in sets. Sets are based upon the domain experts’ areas of specialization. The concept
of sets was adopted from the steve tagger (http://tagger.steve.museum/), which allows users to tag sets
of randomly selected images. As of April 15, 2009, the domain experts had added 20,439 tags.
In April 2009, the Yale team developed a tagging application (“Yale tagger”) for the broader Yale
community, with the following features:








Tag or annotate any object.
Remove tags or annotations.
View all tags in a tag cloud.
View your own tags in a tag cloud.
Search using tags or terms in annotations.
View the number of times a tag co-occurs with another tag.
View objects by tag(s).

The Yale tagger will be released before May 2009 and will be publicized among representatives of key
stakeholder groups.
One domain expert will be retained to tag images until the end of August 2009. All tags added before
September 2009 will initially be modeled. Tags added after August 2009 may be classified into existing
topics, or the entire data set may be remodeled later in the project.
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C. Full Text
In February 2009, the Michigan team selected 27,710 digitized books from Michigan’s collections for use
in the project, based upon the following criteria:




Library of Congress N class
English language
Owned by Michigan, not a HathiTrust partner

The full text data set from Michigan includes works that are in the public domain and works that are in
copyright. The Michigan team used code written by the UCI team to provide a vector space
representation of full text data, thereby making the entire data set available for research off site.
In October 2008, the Yale team identified 2,981 digitized books from Yale’s collections for use in the
project, based upon the following criteria:




Library of Congress N class or Old Yale J class (project requirement)
English language (digitization requirement)
Public domain (digitization requirement)

Progress in assembling Yale’s full text data set has been hindered and delayed by factors external to the
project. When the project began, Yale was one of the partners in the Microsoft Live Search mass
digitization project with an agreement to digitize 100,000 books in the subjects of history, art, and religion
in a one year project to be completed by the end of 2008. Grant activities were planned on the
assumption that full text content would be available in January 2009. In May 2008, Microsoft withdrew
from the Live Search program, which resulted in significantly reduced goals for digitization. The deadline
to complete what books that were digitized before Microsoft withdrew from the partnership has been
extended a number of times. Digitization is now expected to be completed by the end of May 2009. As a
result, the team has postponed topic modeling full text and has decided not to develop a summarization
application based on full text data. As an alternative, the team will develop an application that displays
related resources based on metadata topics. These changes are documented in Appendix A.
To compensate for Yale’s reduced full text data set, the team has obtained permission from the Open
Content Alliance to download the full text of 16,884 books in art, architecture, and art history from the
Internet Archive for use in the project. Adding full text content from the Internet Archive will improve the
robustness of algorithms and tools developed for the project. Establishing a relationship with the Open
Content Alliance will help with dissemination of project deliverables.
III.

Preliminary Research Findings: Topic Modeling Metadata

The following statistics describe some size parameters for each collection modeled.
D = number of records in collection
W = number of terms in vocabulary
N = total number of terms in collection
L = average length of record (in words)
(5%, 50%, 95%) = percentile length of record in words (50% is the median.)

Collection
umich/hart
umich/ummu
yale/brbl
yale/vrc
yale/yuag

Table 1: Metadata Collection Statistics
D
W
N
L
(5%, 50%, 95%)
297,328 35,864 8,100,874 27.2
(12, 23, 57)
65,502
7,757 1,238,617 18.9
(11, 18, 30)
44,523 11,988
858,234 19.3
(6, 16, 44)
205,219 14,098 1,820,912
8.9
(5, 9, 14)
91,679
7,842
835,035
9.1
(5, 9, 15)
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For Michigan’s collections, records with fewer than 10 terms were excluded from modeling. For Yale’s
collections, records with fewer than 5 terms were excluded from modeling.
One challenging characteristic of these collections is the short average length of records. For example,
the title, subject, and description text in yale/vrc/10168.txt consists of six terms: “copan jaguar stairway
architectural element stair sculpture.” This means that the topic model has relatively limited information
from which it can learn semantic topics. This challenge is made worse by boilerplate terms in metadata
records which do not have descriptive value, i.e., terms that do not contribute to some semantic/thematic
concept of a subject area or topic.
The following topic modeling and clustering algorithms were run on the metadata collections:




Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003; Griffiths and Steyvers 2004)
Background Words Topic Model (Chemudugunta, Steyvers, and Smyth 2007)
Spherical K-Means Clustering (Dhillon and Modha 2001) – Run with tf and tf-idf weighted data.

Latent Dirichlet allocation (“LDA”) is the standard topic model. The Background Words Topic Model
(“LDA-BW”) is a variant of LDA that segregates into a background topic boilerplate or stopwords that can
dilute meaningful topics. Spherical k-means (“k-means”) is a popular document clustering algorithm.
Clustering was explored as an alternative to topic modeling after initial topic model runs revealed that
most records were getting assigned to single topics. Clustering algorithms represent collections as
clusters of documents. Each document is assigned to a single topic rather than to a mixture of topics. In
collections of very short documents, term co-occurrence is a relatively rare event. In that case, the
simpler model learned by clustering may be more accurate than the topic model.
The number of topics (“T”) or clusters (“K”) learned by the model is predetermined. The best number
depends upon how one wants to make use of the model. However, if T is set too high, the resulting
topics may overlap. For search and discovery, fine-grained, highly specific topics are generally desirable.
Optimal topic resolutions were selected based upon a brief visual assessment of topics from trial runs.
The number of topics (T1 and T2) selected for each collection is presented below, with collection statistics
repeated from Table 1.
Table 2: Topic Model Resolutions for Metadata Collections
Collection
D
W
N
L
(5%, 50%, 95%)
umich/hart
297,328 35,864 8,100,874 27.2
(12, 23, 57)
umich/ummu
65,502
7,757 1,238,617 18.9
(11, 18, 30)
yale/brbl
44,523 11,988
858,234 19.3
(6, 16, 44)
yale/vrc
205,219 14,098 1,820,912
8.9
(5, 9, 14)
yale/yuag
91,679
7,842
835,035
9.1
(5, 9, 15)

T1
80
40
10
20
10

T2
160
80
20
40
20

In April 2009, all collections were rerun using LDA and k-means, with K equal to T. Results from these
runs will be assessed in May 2009, as described in Section V, Part C and Part D, and compared to other
data sets. A user interface application will be developed that displays related resources based upon
topics learned from metadata.
IV.

New Research in Computing and the Arts

From November 2008 to April 2009, the UCI team and the Yale team consulted with faculty in the
Department of Computer Science at Yale to define a project to support new research that will apply topic
modeling to the design and computational needs of architects and the information needs of scholars in
the field of architecture. A scope statement for the research project is provided in Appendix B. To
provide continuity in the candidate’s funding, the project is scheduled to start Fall Term 2009, one term
later than projected in the original schedule of completion, and will run until the end of Spring Term 2011.
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V.

Research Tools and Instruments

A. Preprocessing Tools
Michigan has a robust infrastructure for metadata harvesting and was able to assemble its collections
with relatively little effort. Yale lacks such an infrastructure. The Yale team is investigating tools for
exchanging and reusing digital assets and metadata. In partnership with the Office of Digital Assets and
Infrastructure at Yale, the Yale team will develop new tools or adapt existing tools for preparing the data
sets of interest in this project (metadata, tags, and full text). These preprocessing tools will be included in
the topic modeling toolkit. A summer internship will be offered to a Yale undergraduate majoring in
Computer Science to support this work.
B. Topic Model Browser
The UCI team has developed a tool that displays a topic model as Web pages that can be browsed by
collection, topic, or object. Topic modeling is an iterative process. The topic model browser provides a
convenient means to inspect preliminary results from topic modeling, which can be used to guide
iterations. Pages from a topic model browser are displayed in Appendix C. Each browser contains an
About page that explains the process of topic modeling (Appendix C.1), a page showing all topics
(Appendix C.2), pages showing the top records in each topic (Appendix C.3), and pages showing the mix
of topics in each record (Appendix C.4). Tools for creating topic model browsers will be included in the
topic modeling toolkit.
C. Quantitative Evaluation of Topics
The UCI team has started work on developing models to automatically evaluate learned topics and to
score them for interpretability. Scoring is based on "distance" between all pairs of words in the top 20
words in each topic. Distance is computed using the mutual information between words.
Example 1: Distance between Words in a Topic
Topic words: sculpture tomb italy pope marble_sculpture 15th 16th cotta terra relief bust
sculptures bronze medici stone viii wood florence funerary emperor monument sarcophagus
portrait iii duke rome doge innocent pius vii ...
Compute SSI(sculpture) = SI(sculpture, tomb) + SI(sculpture, italy) + SI(sculpture, pope) +
…
Score = SSI(sculpture) + SSI(tomb) + ...
Score distribution (10th, 50th, 90th %): 5.94, 6.76, 8.09
Best pair: terra cotta (11.20)
Worst pair: italy stone (5.58)
Best word in topic: funerary
Worst word in topic: wood
Words not in vocabulary: 15th 16th duke rome doge innocent pius vii ...

D. Qualitative Evaluation of Topics
The team has developed instruments for users to assess the quality of topics. The user assessment is
designed to evaluate:
1. The interpretability of the topics, and
2. The appropriateness (and usefulness) of topic assignments to objects.
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Because learned topics are collection specific, domain expertise is often required to make sense of them.
The team will recruit faculty, students, staff, and library and museum personnel to perform the
assessment. The protocols for the assessment are provided in Appendix D. The protocols have been
designed so that results can be compared to results from the quantitative evaluation model described in
Section V, Part C. The protocols may be revised, depending upon results from pretesting.
Quantitative and qualitative evaluation of topics will be used to compare results from each data set
(metadata, tags, and full text) and to enable benchmarking of results from topic model runs. Ultimately,
learned topics will be evaluated in terms of an end-user task.
VI.

Communication, Outreach, and Project Management

The project sponsor has formed an advisory group with representatives from key stakeholder groups at
Yale, including the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, the Department of Computer Science,
the Department of the History of Art, the Yale Center for British Art, the Yale University Art Gallery, and
the Yale University Library. The advisory group meets quarterly. At its second meeting, Susan Chun was
invited to speak to the group on her role directing Steve in Action (http://steve.nmc.org/) and on social
tagging in the cultural heritage community.
In November 2008, the UCI team visited New Haven to meet with the Yale team and with faculty and
students in the Department of Computer Science at Yale. The UCI team gave a talk at a colloquium
hosted by the Department of Computer Science and met with a number of faculty members who
expressed interest in the goals of the project. The UCI team also gave a presentation to staff, hosted by
the Yale University Library, which helped publicize the project to potential stakeholders across the
campus.
The Michigan team consults with Kari Smith, the Head of the Visual Resources Collection, who works
closely with faculty and students in the Department of the History of Art. The Michigan team is part of a
library unit that provides services for the Image Class Collections and the HathiTrust digitized books,
which are used heavily in teaching, and is well-positioned to perform outreach through those service
points.
The team has a public Web site (http://www.library.yale.edu/topicmodels/), which will be used to
disseminate reports, papers, software, and instruments developed for the project. The team holds
biweekly conference calls to coordinate activities. Notes from conference calls and internal documents
are shared on an internal project site.
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Appendices
A. Revised Schedule of Completion
Deliverable
Domain expert tagger
Topic model
Metadata collections
Tag collection
Full text collections
Topic model
metadata
Topic model browser
Quantitative topic
evaluation model
Qualitative evaluation
of topics

Institution
Yale
UC Irvine
Michigan,
Yale
Yale
Michigan,
Yale

Description
Develop and implement tagging application for domain experts.
Code algorithms for topic modeling and clustering.

Start
10/1/2008
10/1/2008

End
11/15/2008
1/31/2009

Export metadata and extract text from title, subject, and description fields.
Hire domain experts to tag digital images.

11/1/2008
11/1/2008

3/31/2009
8/31/2009

Prepare text files from digitized books for topic modeling.

2/1/2009

6/30/2009

UC Irvine
UC Irvine

Topic model metadata for digital images.
Develop tool to browse topic model by topics and objects.
Code algorithms to automatically evaluate learned topics and score them for
interpretability. Topics will be labeled as part of evaluation.

2/1/2009
3/1/2009

4/30/2009
3/31/2009

3/1/2009

6/30/2009

UC Irvine
UC Irvine,
Michigan,
Yale

4/1/2009

4/30/2009

Yale

Develop instruments to assess the interpretability of topics and the
appropriateness of topic assignments to each object.
Develop and implement tagging application for digital image collections that
allows Yale users to add, edit, search, and display tags.

4/1/2009

4/30/2009

Yale

IMLS Interim Narrative 1

4/1/2009

4/30/2009

Preparation for topic
modeling workshop

UC Irvine,
Michigan,
Yale

Liaise with the Michigan School of Information on hosting, logistics, etc.

4/1/2009

12/31/2009

Qualitative topic
evaluation (metadata
topics)

Michigan,
Yale

Recruit domain experts, conduct assessment of topics from metadata, and
analyze results. Review topic labels contributed by domain experts.

5/1/2009

5/31/2009

Quantitative topic
evaluation (metadata
topics)

UC Irvine

Conduct statistical evaluation of topics learned from metadata.

5/1/2009

8/31/2010

Yale tagger
IMLS Interim
Narrative 1
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Deliverable
Metadata enhancer

Institution
Michigan,
Yale

Topic model toolkit
Process for metadata
enhancement

UC Irvine,
Michigan,
Yale
Michigan,
Yale

Related resources
application (metadata
topics)
Topic model full text

Michigan,
Yale
UC Irvine

Topic model tags
IMLS Interim
Narrative 2

JCDL 2010
CS research project
Qualitative topic
evaluation (full text
topics)
Qualitative topic
evaluation (tag topics)
Quantitative topic
evaluation (full text
topics, tag topics)
Metadata
enhancement (full
text topics)
Metadata
enhancement (tag

Description
Develop guidelines for encoding topic metadata in MODS. Develop metadata
enhancer to update MODS records with topic metadata.
Package and write documentation for code and instruments for running topic
model from end to end: data export and exchange, algorithms, browsers,
qualitative and quantitative evaluation models, metadata enhancer, and
classifier.
Update metadata for digital images with topics from metadata.

Start

End

6/1/2009

6/30/2009

6/1/2009

8/31/2010

7/1/2009

7/31/2009

7/1/2009
7/1/2009

10/31/2009
11/30/2009

9/1/2009

11/30/2009

Yale

Develop and implement application to display related resources in UI for digital
images, based on topics from metadata or results from clustering.
Topic model full text of digitized books on art and architecture.
Topic model tags added to digital images, possibly in combination with
metadata.

Yale

IMLS Interim Narrative 2

9/1/2009

9/30/2009

UC Irvine,
Michigan,
Yale
UC Irvine,
Yale

Develop paper to submit to JCDL.
Conduct original research on topic modeling as applied to library or museum
collections.

9/1/2009

1/15/2010

9/1/2009

5/1/2011

1/1/2010

1/31/2010

1/1/2010

1/31/2010

Yale

Recruit domain experts, conduct assessment of topics from full text, and
analyze results. Review topic labels contributed by domain experts.
Recruit domain experts, conduct assessment of topics from tags, and analyze
results. Review topic labels contributed by domain experts.

UC Irvine

Conduct statistical evaluation of topics from full text and tags.

1/1/2010

1/31/2010

Michigan,
Yale

Update metadata for digitized books with topics from full text.

2/1/2010

2/28/2010

Yale

Update metadata for digital images with topics from tags.

2/1/2010

2/28/2010

Michigan
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Deliverable
topics)

Institution

Faceting application
(full text topics)
Tag cloud application
(tag topics)
IMLS Interim
Narrative 3

UC Irvine,
Michigan
UC Irvine,
Yale

Description

Start

End

Develop and implement faceting application for topics from full text.

3/1/2010

6/30/2010

Develop and implement tag cloud application for topics from tags.

3/1/2010

6/30/2010

Yale

IMLS Interim Narrative 3

4/1/2010

4/30/2010

UC Irvine,
Michigan,
Yale

Design and test experiment to test related resources application (Michigan,
Yale), faceting application (Michigan), and tag cloud application (Yale) with
users.

7/1/2010

8/31/2010

Michigan

Develop and implement a search ranking algorithm that incorporates topics
from full text in a UI for digitized books (test or production).

7/1/2010

10/31/2010

Yale

Develop and implement a search ranking algorithm that incorporates topics
from tags in a UI for digital images (test or production).

7/1/2010

10/31/2010

UC Irvine,
Michigan,
Yale

Develop paper to submit to Museums and the Web.

9/1/2010

1/15/2010

Yale

IMLS Interim Narrative 4

9/1/2010

9/30/2010

UI testing (related
resources, faceting,
tag cloud)
Expert review
instruments

UC Irvine,
Michigan,
Yale
Michigan,
Yale

Recruit subjects, conduct testing, and analyze results. Michigan will test related
resources and faceting applications. Yale will test related resources and tag
cloud applications.
Develop instruments to assess the effectiveness (precision, recall, order) of
search ranking algorithm that incorporate topics.

9/1/2010

6/30/2011

11/1/2010

11/30/2010

Expert review and log
analysis (search
ranking, full-text)

Michigan

Recruit experts and conduct review using search algorithm that incorporates
topics from full text. Compare to results from analysis of search logs.

1/1/2011

1/31/2011

UI testing instruments
and trials (related
resources, faceting,
tag cloud)
Search ranking
application (full text
topics)
Search ranking
application (tag
topics)
Museums and the
Web 2011
IMLS Interim
Narrative 4
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Deliverable
Expert review and log
analysis (search
ranking, tags)
Topic modeling
workshop
Metadata
enhancement
(classified tags)
Focus groups
(tagging)
IMLS Interim
Narrative 5
IMLS Final Narrative

Institution

Description

Start

End

Yale

Recruit experts and conduct review using search algorithm that incorporates
topics from tags. Compare to results from analysis of search logs.

1/1/2011

1/31/2011

UC Irvine

Conduct a workshop to introduce information science and computer science
students to techniques in text mining, using library and museum collections as
data sets.

1/1/2011

5/31/2011

Yale

Run classifier on new tags to classify into existing topics. Update metadata for
digital images with topics from classified tags.

2/1/2011

2/28/2011

Yale

Develop questions to assess value of tags and topics from tags in enhancing
access to digital images. Recruit subjects, conduct focus group, and analyze
results.

2/1/2011

4/30/2011

Yale
Yale

IMLS Interim Narrative 5
IMLS Final Narrative

4/1/2011
10/1/2011

4/30/2011
12/29/2011
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B. Computer Science Fellowship – Scope Statement for Research Project
Student: Patrick Paczkowski
Advisor: Professor Julie Dorsey
Duration of project: Fall Term 2009 – Spring Term 2011
Models to Improve Search of Images, Drawings, and Metadata
Problem: There are many large collections (1,000s to 100,000s) of digital images and drawings. How can we improve organization, access, search
and discovery of these images? Each image may include some descriptive text metadata. Current approaches include global approaches versus local
approaches that use interest point detection and feature extraction.
Many researchers have worked on global image search over the past 15 years. Rather than considering generic image search, we will consider
specifically search of images and drawings relevant to architectural design and gathering source materials for new designs. We will consider the issue
whether there is a general visual vocabulary for designers to describe material, or if tools are needed for a specific collection that allow a designer to
develop their own visual vocabulary for search.
Basic activities (subject to change as work proceeds):
1. Literature review
2. Locate/develop software to extract features from images, strokes from drawings.
3. Define architecture scenarios – what sorts of images/drawings or parts of images/drawings are being sought? What input methods are possible?
4. Develop user interface for queries (text, strokes, images?), with input based on (3).
5. Perform clustering and/or topic modeling: (a) text; (b) image features/strokes; (c) a and b.
6. Create visual vocabulary, "bag-of-words."
7. Reconsider (5) after segmenting source material.
8. Revise simple user interface (4) for user testing/evaluation/assessment.
9. Basic questions to answer:
- Is it possible to generalize visual vocabulary, or is this a customized vocabulary that each designer builds for themselves?
- What kind of annotation or categoriztion can one designer make that would be useful for future users of a collection?
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C. Topic Model Browsers
1. About Page
What is topic modeling?





Topic modeling is a computer algorithm to automatically learn a set of topics that describe a collection of text documents, and the mix of topics
within each document in the collection
The topics associated with each document can be used like subject heading metadata
Topic modeling is like clustering, but allows documents to be associated with more than one cluster
Topic modeling is similar to Latent Semantic Analysis

Topic modeling procedure








Extract title, subject and description metadata for each record in collection
Tokenize plain text
Exclude stopwords, some frequent words, and infrequent words
Create bag-of-words representation of collection
Run topic model to learn all topics and mix of topics in each record (using one or more topic resolutions)
Postprocecess results from topic model
Create topic model browser to review and evaluate results

All topics page








Example All Topics page
This page shows all topics learned by the topic model
Topics are approximately grouped by similarity
(..%) is overall prevalence of that topic
Clicking on (..%) link will toggle suppression of that topic (i.e. color light blue)
Clicking on [t..] link will show top-100 records in that topic
Topic number in [t..] is arbitrary

One topic page




Example One Topic page
This page shows the top-100 records related to a given topic
(..) is the number of words in the record assigned to the given topic
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Clicking on the (..) link will show the mix of topics in that record

One record page









Example One Record page
This page shows the mix of topics in a given record
(..%) is the percent of words in the record assigned to the topic
Use the [prev|..|next] links to navigate to adjacent records (for comparison)
Use the [..|T80|..] link to navigate to a different topic resolution for that record
Use the [..|random|..] link to navigate to a random record
Score the appropriateness/accuracy/usefulness of the topic tagging using the *bad *medium *good radio buttons
Some collections will display the image referred to by the metadata

Topic modeling references




Probabilistic Topic Models
Finding Scientific Topics
Topics in Semantic Representation

Further details about the topic modeling procedure









The topic model is an iterative algorithm, and is typically run for 100s of iterations. Each iteration consists of a sweep through the entire
collection, visiting every word in every document. Upon visiting each word, the topic model decides on a topic label (integer 1,2,3...T) for that
word, based on how likely that topic is in the document, Prob(topic|doc), and how likely that word is in the topic, Prob(word|topic). Initially, every
word has a random topic assignment (1..T). After 100s of iterations, the topic assignments reflect the learned topics by the model.
In the topic model, every single word in every single document has an integer topic label (1..T). Therefore, any given word (e.g. "fish") can
appear in multiple topics. Furthermore, repeated mentions of a given word in the one document can have different topic labels.
In any given document, every word will have a topic assignment. By counting how many times each topic was assigned in a given document,
we can estimate the "mix" of topics that make up the document. Typically, each document is predominantly made up of up to four topics (with
the other topics having low or negligible counts). In practice, we "assign" a topic tag to a document if at least 10% of the words in the document
are assigned to that topic.
The number of topics, T, that the topic model learns is preset. This number can be set by learning a series of topic models using different
number of topics, T, and deciding (using human judgement) which setting of T gave the best topics. The overall prevalence of a given topic
(total number of words assigned to the topic, divided by the total number of words in the collection) will depend on T, and on average 1/T of all
words will be assigned to each topic.
After the topic model is run, one can use agglomerative clustering to group similar topics. This can be helpful when presenting the list of T
topics to end users
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It is relatively difficult to automatically create a short label for topics. Coming up with a short label often requires domain experts, and is often
domain specific. It is not always possible to come up with a meaningful short label for a topic. Not all topics learned by the topic model will be
useful for end users.

2. All Topics in One Collection
collection = umich hart 298k T80
________________________________________
(1.5%) [t20] italy rome roman emperor relief forum trajan arch marble imperial constantine arches augustus altar sculpture column christian
sarcophagus culture hill marcus severus aurelius late ...
(1.3%) [t33] italy roman villa pompeii house city painting room extinct houses mosaic mural herculaneum villas napoli century campania wall
mysteries fresco interior decoration bce gazda ...
(1.1%) [t72] italy etruscan tomb town coin cities greek bce city archaic sicily paestum museo gazda archaeological mycenaean plan culture reign
mycenae gold nazionale sites century ...
________________________________________
(1.4%) [t45] study drawing italian leonardo michelangelo vinci sculpture studies pen 1475 florence david 1564 chalk renaissance italy black 1519
willette ink m623 galleria paper sculptor ...
(1.0%) [t32] paul peter medici ruben tomb 1640 lorenzo 1577 florence oil italy san giuliano painting sir chapel canvas henry 1521 italian king
michelangelo allegory isaac ...
________________________________________
(0.9%) [t65] garden 18th giovanni chinoiserie dog god arch battista park prehistoric engraving munch oil canvas carracci nymph edvard mpow
pavilion tiepolo annibale ptabbaa humor vienna ...
________________________________________
(1.1%) [t57] greece athen greek acropolis athena architecture parthenon albrecht bce deity durer attica classical a867 euboea agora akropolis peace
marble archaic frieze temple archaeological d955 ...
(1.1%) [t56] temple egypt greek city greece extinct deity bce turkey apollo temples sanctuary building religious sanctuaries frieze amon delphi
egyptian altar monument band spaces ornamental ...
(0.9%) [t25] greece island greek_island turkey aegean crete goya minoan palace greek mackay fresco bce francisco wall knossos delos archaic
lcnevett plan g724 house west late ...
(0.9%) [t74] temple greece temples gate pediment olympia greek deity zeus hera east sanctuary sculptures gates bce west apollo peloponnese plan
corinth gateway artemis tea marble ...
________________________________________
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(1.4%) [t55] oil canvas william thomas joseph john eugene delacroix ussr russia george richard institute british cole detroit turner illustration theodore
benjamin fine painter painting landscape ...
(1.4%) [t14] oil canvas paul auguste portrait woman paris pierre henri young rodin girl musee cezanne renoir matisse han female jean ptabbaa
gauguin younger studio private ...
(1.3%) [t71] oil canvas john kozal jean camille thyssen bornemisza lugano francois george pinakothek boston fine warhol andy bergland party homer
winslow pissarro alfred albert millet ...
(1.1%) [t64] spain madrid family oil museo san del canvas repair prado holy francisco nacional diego juan field sophia hagia village dogon tam
stsibulsky spanish walker ...
(1.0%) [t40] oil canvas chicago thomas nicolas eakin schmiedicke institute manet edouard georges poussin jean philadelphia jewish station painting
m275 griffith painter e11 1883 lissitzky portrait ...
(1.0%) [t76] claude hoort oil canvas monet water acc bridge nubia signed bergland m742 sudan dated toulouse kandinsky lautrec henri wassily fort
river painting worth louis ...
(0.9%) [t42] female simon oil canvas project webb orr basket mark william robert zurich mary watercolor dream blake yellow 1925 malevich kelly
private salvador nolde dante ...
(0.9%) [t18] picasso pablo james oil canvas buffalo woman acc fowler 1881 albright knox painter music musician abbott whistler painting mcneill
spanish modern guitar 1912 paper ...
[…]
3. Top Records in One Topic
collection = umich hart 298k T80
[t61] (1.4%) oil van canvas rembrandt netherland portrait jan painting amsterdam dutch ptabbaa painter fran rijksmuseum der jacob interior woman
playing player 1650 antoine 1669 hal ...
1. (60) Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes; Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes, v.6, p.33 and opp., La Fille ...
2. (58) Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes; Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes, v.5, p.201 and opp., Le Bas-B...
3. (57) Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes; Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes, v.6, p.1 and opp., Le Femme d...
4. (56) Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes; Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes, v.1, p.33 and opp., Le Debuta...
5. (55) Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes; Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes, v.5, p.113 and opp., Les Ecol...
6. (55) Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes; Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes, v.8, p.284 and opp., Le Creol...
7. (54) Three Senses: Hearing, Touch and Taste; Central portion, richly laden table; BRUEGHEL, JAN THE ELDE...
8. (54) Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes; Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes, v.8, p.237 and opp., Arabe de...
9. (54) Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes; Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes, v.8, opp. p.292, La Creole (C...
10. (53) Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes; Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes, v.5, p.297 and opp., La Halle...
[…]
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991. (20) ; Still Life with Pie, Glass and Silver Vessel (Allegory on Moderation). Detail: Center portion, pi...
992. (20) ; Breakfast Still Life with Blackberry Pie; HEDA, WILLEM CLAESZ ; A. Houston; ; , 1631 163897 3...
993. (20) ; Animated Dutch City Square; HEYDEN, JAN VAN DER ; B. Fowler; ; (Musee (Saint-Denis , 1600 1639...
994. (20) ; Animated Dutch City Square. Detail: Center portion, people, architecture, horse and cart; HEYDEN,...
995. (20) ; Jacob Cornelisz Painting a Portrait of his Wife; JACOBSZ, DIRCK ; B. Fowler; acc.no.1960.7; ; ...
996. (20) ; Approaching the Bridge; NEER, AERT VAN DER TO028;; ; digital; TO028;; ; , 1635 1635-40 164126...
997. (20) ; Approaching the Bridge; NEER, AERT VAN DER TO028;; ; digital; TO028;; ; , 1635 1635-40 164127...
998. (20) ; Approaching the Bridge; NEER, AERT VAN DER TO028;; ; digital; TO028;; ; , 1635 1635-40 164128...
999. (20) Self Portrait; Self Portrait. Detail: Head; REMBRANDT ; ; ; (Amsterdam, (Dutch, (Netherlands) ,...
1000. (20) Self Portrait; Self Portrait. Detail: Upper portion, head; REMBRANDT ; ; ; (Amsterdam, (Dutch, ...
4. Mix of Topics in One Record
collection = umich hart 298k T80 / record = mhart_125995%5d1.txt
(67%) [t61] oil van canvas rembrandt netherland portrait jan painting amsterdam dutch ptabbaa painter fran rijksmuseum der jacob interior woman
playing player 1650 antoine 1669 hal ...
(16%) [t39] paris france musee louvre french des louis jean beaux jacques bibliotheque charles nationale david siegfrie drawing antoine tkerby pierre
les palais francois 1825 crussette ...
Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes; Les Francais Peints par Eux-Memes, v.7, p.33 and opp., Le Franc-Comtois (The Resident of
the Franche-Comte)
; ; Encyclopedias; France; Anthologies; Books
(France) (French), (French, (The (printing (publisher) , 125995 1804-1866) 1840 1840-1842 19 33 46F 7a 975B 975B1946F
Addenda: Anthologies, Aubert Books Creation Encyclopedias, Eux-Memes Eux-Memes, Franc-Comtois Francais France, FrancheComte) Gavarni Gavarni, Guillaume Hippolyte Illustrations Joseph Le Les Louis Paris Paul Pauquet Peints Publication: Realist;
Repository: Resident Sulpice Trimolet and b/w book by date: engraving hart illustrator: ink, of opp., p.33 paper, par process)
publisher: slide the unknown; v.7,
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D. Qualitative Evaluation of Topics: Protocols for User Assessment
1. Introduction
Information about the project given to participants:
Yale University, the University of Michigan, and the University of California, Irvine, are collaborating on a three year research project to investigate
how to improve access to digital library and museum collections. The project is supported by a National Leadership Grant from the Institute of
Museum and Library Services.
Information requested about participants:
What is your affiliation with the university? (Choices: faculty, staff, or student)
2. Task 1
A maximum of 60 topics (20-25 words, in descending order of likelihood) will be shown to the participant, including 5 topics unanimously scored “5” and
5 topics unanimously scored “1” in pretesting. These topics will stand alone without thumbnails or records shown. Each topic will be viewed by 20
participants.
Task 1: Sample Question

oil van canvas rembrandt netherland portrait jan painting amsterdam dutch ptabbaa painter fran rijksmuseum der jacob
interior woman playing player
a. Circle the one word or phrase that best represents the meaning of the words in the list. Cross out the words or phrases that do not belong.
b. A list that is coherent is logical and meaningful as a topic. Rate the coherence of the list, from 1 (“not coherent”) to 5 (“very coherent”).
Examples:

5 song music band album rock record pop singer hit tour artist concert track show guitar country ...

1 illumination germany britain xiic france xiiic xivc xic paris bible psalter school albrecht durer bib apocalypse 1471 1528 initial
drawing book nat christ british ...
c. Provide a short label (1-3 words) for the list. You may use a word or phrase from the list itself, but you don’t have to.
Examples:

music song music band album rock record pop singer hit tour artist concert track show guitar country ...

Italian sculpture sculpture relief marble_sculpture tomb italy bronze pope bust 15th sarcophagus monument statue statues stone
funerary roman sarcophagi temple terra portrait cotta pulpit pediment marble ...
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3. Task 2
A maximum of 50 metadata records will be presented to each participant. The records will be displayed with a thumbnail of the image described by the
record and one topic (20-25 words, in descending order of likelihood) for the record. Only topics that scored well in Task 1 will be used. A range of
assignments will be shown for each topic. Each topic assignment will be viewed by 20 participants. Participants tested on Task 1 will not be tested on
Task 2.
Task 2: Sample Question
a. Circle the words or phrases in the list that you would use to describe or to search for this image.
b. Number the words or phrases that you circled, indicating the order in which you would use them to describe or to search for the image.
The most likely word or phrase should be numbered “1.” The least likely word or phrase should get the highest number.

african black singer studio_portrait postcard mexican women military stamped united_states related revolution
involvement pictorial west central_park blues hughes langston actor
Luigi Lucioni and his painting of Ethel Waters against photographs of Ethel Waters by CVV.
Photographs of Blacks.
Photographs
Studio portraits
Photographic prints
African American entertainers.
African American women singers.
African American actresses.
Blues (Music)
Harlem Renaissance.
African American women jazz singers.
Artists
Remembered primarily as a blues singer, Ethel Waters was a multi-faceted performer with many
stage, radio, film and television credits. She was the first African American performer to be
nominated for an Academy Award and an Emmy.
Luigi Lucioni (1900 – 19
Stamped verso: "Photograph by Carl Van Vechten. / 101 Central Park West / Cannot be
reproduced without permission."
In pencil verso: Mrs. Jas. W. Johnson.
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